GET “HOOKED” BY
SEGA UFO CATCHER™

A NEW GENERATION
OF CRANE MACHINES
HAVE LANDED...

... AND THEY’VE
BROUGHT A
MOUSE.
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SEGA UFO CATCHER

Aim, Grab, Roll, Drag, Knock Down, Turn Over, Hook, Drop, Push...SEGAs UFO CATCHER experience can’t be described in just one word!

⚠️ CAUTION: Playing SEGA UFO CATCHER is highly habit-forming!

The Full Options Cabinet comes with a 20” Media Player with Flash ROM so locations can run instructions on how to play, corporate advertisements, even location events. The possibilities are endless!

Cabinet Specifications
ACTUAL SIZE(standard): 77.64”(H) x 66.34”(W) x 34.45”(D)
WEIGHT: 672.4 lbs.
77.64” x 66.34”(W) x 38.98”(D) / 683.4 lbs. (FULL OPTION)
Dispensing Hole: (Adjustable) 10.4”-14.7”(W), 9”(D)
Prize door: 13”(H), 9.5”(W)
The bright playing field accentuates the prizes.
A built-in Vacuum Fluorescent Display (VFD) indicates earnings, pay out and more.

OPTIONAL PARTS
• 20” Media Player with Flash ROM
• Plexiglass Riser Kit (to elevate plush)
• Dollar Bill Acceptor
• Security Bar
• Attractive Point of Purchase display for the cabinet

Accessories
3 types of hooks (shovels)  +  3 sized arms

The SEGA UFO CATCHER is a two player new generation crane game.

Sega’s Disney licensed merchandise PLUS SEGA UFO CATCHER’s easy claw-head adjustability create a winning combination for your cashbox!

Players use strategic tactics to move the prizes closer to the drop hole to catch and win. It’s so much fun, they’ll want to keep playing again and again...try it and you’ll see!

JUST ONE PLAY, AND YOU’RE “HOOKED”!
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